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Projections, Blocking, and Resonating in A Truth within Twinsoul Relationships and in
All Relationships
By Nenari, Princess of the Sea
*To compliment this article below here, I would invite you to read and watch the
following links as they are all interwoven together in the canvas tapestry of this
continuing article series
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jQoenD7jCM (Abraham Hicks Video)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbzKzGFqPpE (Keesha Michelle's video that
mirrors what I have been writing within this continuing series of articles)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVMBdi4dgME (the story of Brutus and Casey
related to this article written below)

“Say not, 'I have found the truth,' but rather, 'I have found a truth.' Say not, 'I have found the
path of the soul.' Say rather, 'I have met the soul walking upon my path.' For the soul walks
upon all paths. The soul walks not upon a line, neither does it grow like a reed. The soul unfolds
itself, like a lotus of countless petals” ~ Kahlil Gibran (The Prophet)
"All great truths begin as blasphemies" ~George Bernard Shaw

Within the twinsoul relationship, as well as, within all of our relationships, there can
be a tendency to project, block, and judge another for the truth they choose. Along the
spiritual journey through life experience in our relationships, there are moments when
we are so quick to judge another saying that our truth is the “only” way or that we get
upset with another for sharing what another feels is a truth and that another’s truth
shared must be a lie if it is free from resonating with us.
There is only one universal truth. And that truth is that love is All That Is. Love is
within all things, all beings (what we can as inanimate and animate) and always, in all
ways, is ever present.

Just as an ever unfolding rose has infinite petals or layers within its unfolding
blossom, there are infinite layers of truths within that one universal truth of love.
Within SOM (Science of Mind) it is said that the subjective “reality” is subject to what
we perceive with our 5 senses. Yet we know and understand deeply that just as in the
movie The Matrix that subjective reality is simply that “subject to”. Within the spiritual
absoulute or soulful truth, it is as Gibran shares which is to say not that we have found
THE truth as in this is the only truth there is and that all else is a lie, rather we are
invited to see that in the soulful truth of it all that ALL possibilities are true.
We are multi~dimensional BEings and we live in a multi~dimensional universe, and
within that are multi~dimensional truths of where anything is infinitely possible and
true. And as such multi~dimensional BEings of infinite possibilities that we are, we also
do have the possibility of infinite truths. Within our limited indoctrinated mind
thinking, we “only believe” what we choose to believe. When we step into the realm of
infinite possibilities, we come to understand we are more than just this physical form
we call a body, that we are infinite and therefore beyond our 3D five senses thinking.
We have often heard the expression “I am going out of my mind” and when I hear it I
say “GOOD!!” Why? Because in going out of our mind, we then come into the realm of
the heart and soul and into infiniteness so unfathomable of such love it is pure bliss.
And THIS is the love we are. For the mind is limited within its reaches of
understanding. It is within the heart and soul and of imagination that anything is
indeed infinitely possible.
Thus, when we have come into a truth, it is simply that A truth, one of infinitely
possible truths, one if free from being any better than or untrue than another. It is really
what resonates within you. As such, all truths are valid and we can honour another's
truth as true for them, even if we are free from sharing that same truth. If A truth
resonates within you or another in that moment, then this is ok. And equally, if a truth
is free from resonating with you, then this is ok as well. It is free from meaning that
because it is free from resonating within you or another that it is somehow a ‘lie’ then or
that someone is somehow “bad” for such. Within agape love (unconditional love or
absoulute soulful love) which is inclusive, everyone is allowed to have their own truth.
Or more aptly put, everyone is allowed to embrace A truth that they choose that
resonates with them in the moment.
There are those (and this is written free from being a judgment, simply an observation
of behaviour) who feel jealous and threatened by those of us who resonate in a place of
what is written here in this article of the freedom that comes from infinite truths being

infinitely so. Those who feel threatened by such come to feel that they are the "expert"
and the only expert. Those who in essence block or treat others in judgment for being
within the place of accepting all truths as valid. I have seen this occur time and time
again over all these years on the spiritual journey. Religion seeks to (and other people in
this indoctrinated mindset) seek to say that their truth and word is the ONLY word and
we are to bow down to them and that any other truth is ‘bad’ or ‘wrong’ or free from
being honoured unless it is their truth. And when another such as myself comes
through with another truth that is just as valid as their truth, free from being right nor
wrong just is another truth, those souls feel threatened in ego because it threatens the
foundation that they have built. Religion is that way as you well know anything that
threatens the core teachings of the church it is a blasphemy.
Even those who resonate in that place of what is known as jealousy and feeling
threatened this too is all good. For it is where they are at on the path. And often
moments those souls are playing their roles perfectly within our relationship with them,
for they are the catalyst for the opposite in which we can come to remember who we
are. And for this we can be grateful for the role they play.
And as George Bernard Shaw shares with us in the quote that began this article, all
great truths indeed begin as blasphemies for this reason written above. We are seeing
this moment by moment within the newest Occupy Yourself movement now occurring
and many other such planetary awakenings in which many are now coming to
understand that those foundations of which we have rigidly built that say that one truth
is the ONLY truth is free from being true, that ALL can and is true and that there is a
freedom there within that is what is now occurring. Such is meant to occur so that we
can embrace beginning from within us and then expanding outwardly within our
twinsoul relationships and all relationships and also as a global consciousness that
agape love of all truths are valid is indeed who we are.
Anything then that we place upon another of saying that they are “lying” or are
somehow “bad” for saying such things then is a judgment in ego consciousness. In love,
in agape unconditional absoulute love, the love from the heart of the matter, from the
soul, we come to embrace all in inclusivity (or including all) with the understanding
that we as Gibran shares that we each meet souls walking upon our path together,
theirs as it is ours as well. And within such a path as Gibran also shares with us each
soul including our soul, is free from walking a straight line or grow straight like a reed.
That we unfold within the infiniteness of the petals of the lotus in many ways,
unfolding our brilliance in the beauty of sometimes a straight reed and other moments
within the OM of the One Moment we curve upon the Long and Winding Road to

quote the Beatles song. And all the same, all roads lead back to home, to the Master
Artist we call Source/Spirit/God/All That Is. And each path is ok and is to be
honoured and is beautiful simply as it is. For in absoulute truth there is free from being
any such thing as “your truth” or “your path”. As Gibran shares with us it is A truth, A
path, simply A truth or A path that you are choosing to resonate with in this moment,
and in the next moment if you choose, you are free from continue with such a truth or
choose another of the infinite possibilities of truths that there are.

Blocking
Within twinsoul relationships (and at moments is also in other relationships) there is a
phenomenon that occurs in which as is written above, one twinsoul will perceivably
block another from seeing them, being with them etc. Such is often done as a perceived
means of punishment to the other twin for whatever their reasons are at the moment.
Any moment a walls or block is placed in a relationship, it is ultimately the result as a
result of a fear. Since fear underneath it all is really love and a call for love (as I wrote of
in the other article called Commitment in Twinsoul Relationships) , the block then is
simply there because the one who is choosing to block is being free from choosing to
love themselves and the one they are blocking in the moment.
Often times we will experience a healing crisis, where things will get worse before
they get better. When we have unhealed aspects of our soul, we will go through anger
and fear as the pathway to love. Who we are angry with is really us angry with
ourselves being represented within the mirror of another. Give thanks to such a soul
who gives this gift to you for they do so in the greatest of love. Love those who give you
such a gift. To heal something is to come to a place of love with it and within it. What it
is we are angry about is the very thing that we are being asked to come to a place of
love within. For on the other side of a healing crisis is love and anything that we are free
from loving, we will repeat over and over again until we come to a place of love with it
and within it.
Love, love simply loves. In love there are no such things as blocks and walls. In love,
there is no such things as goodbyes either. Because in true love, true agape
unconditional absoulute soulful love, that love is infinite and is always, in all ways
present and with us. And it is my twinsoul Natu I have to thank for teaching me that or
rather helping me to remember that. In a recent song that he did for me personally he
said to me within it these words “You are loved, you are granted your hearts desire, I

am loving you, I’m Here, my being is within you, I am always with you, my arms hold
you and protect you” and he is right. He IS these things within this song for me and
with me. And in as much as he wrote that and said those words to me personally, such
is also true of love as well, that love is this too. Because as the title of one of Natu’s
songs says Love Never Fails. He also says love always finds a way, love makes a way
where there was none, Where There is Love there is healing and joy; and many other
words of wisdom through the magic of his music. My twinsoul Natu (Chris Madsen),
he is very very wise. And I love him all the more for such wisdom and I honour him for
such as well. And anyone who desires to hear his music can visit his website
http://www.troubadoursmusic.net and also
http://www.reverbnation.com/chrismadsen to listen.
Thus walls and blocks are the result of fears within you and have nothing to do with
another’s behaviours or choice to have faith in another truth that is free from being the
same as the one who is blocking. Such blocks can in fact be a good thing, so as to be able
for the twinsouls to come into alignment vibrationally.
So many twinsouls I am seeing who are experiencing that 'blocking' one or the other
blocking each other or 'hurting' each other. In essence, in the heart of it all, the essence
of love, it is free from being to hurt at all, it is so we can see the love and BE the love. As
I recently wrote to my twinsoul Natu this "Honey~ This morning I have awoken to
many messages of love from my recent article that I put out last evening. It has been an
intensive work that has poured through me from the Master Artist over the last couple
of weeks in its unfolding. One of the messages I received back was about how this
woman's twinsoul has been blocking her. And within writing back to her my response, I
realised something....that I never have shared with you...and I want to say thank you. I
may never have like it totally, but thank you for blocking me. Here is in part what I
responded to her that I desire to share with you so that you may understand. "......I truly
understand about the whole blocking thing, as Natu and I went through it too. He
blocked me because of his doubts and also because there were things within me that I
needed to shift within loving myself and letting go of some fears. I never realised until
recently (and honestly have yet to share this with him) that his blocking was actually a
good thing for both of us. Although we both really wanted to be with one another
during those times (and I know this because in the times we were together it was
wonderful and beautiful and intense) we needed that blocking to be able to for both of
us shift through some fears and a not loving of ourselves and each other until we were
to a place where our energies were vibrating in the same place to be able to truly receive
each other. In the beginning we both thought we were ready, then I freaked out and

held back, then he did. And we seesawed with this back and forth as we went through
the layers of healing all our old wounds within us. That is what the earthly balance of
the twinsoul relationship is all about dearest one. To come to that place of what I wrote
in that article (and the other articles that went with it)" So thank you honey. I know now
that we are past that blocking phase."
In another recent letter I received from a dear soul who is a friend and who I mentor,
she said wrote to me that it seems that my twinsoul Natu (Chris) has finally come
around, and my response to her was this "And yes indeed Natu has finally come
around. Actually we both have. I have come to realise that all this was really just as
much my doing as it was his. We are both in this together. And the articles I have
written reflect that"
The deepest truth is and I hear this from many many souls when they come together
with their twinsoul of I have done the work, “I DO love myself its him/her” and such.
The articles that I have written above here address this and I will also share with you
this. For me in my journey, honestly and truly I DID do the work, I have come to love
myself. And so did Natu. We both healed our wounds individually to the point that we
were able to. And I will also say that in coming together in physical contact with our
twinsouls it takes that inner work of loving yourself to a whole other layer. Because it is
when you come together that the deepest work on loving yourself and one another
comes into play. We may have truly done the work on healing our old wounds and
loving ourselves and others. And when we come together with our twinsoul it not only
tests this, it also calls us to go even deeper. And it is infinite in its unfolding. As Natu
said to me the other night on the phone when we had our heart to heart talk he said that
I have this soul agreement with him and that I signed on for this gig and there was no
way I am getting out of it. And I said to him ditto for you too my love and he laughed
in his beautiful laugh and said weeeelllll........which is his way of saying he knows :)

Projections

Within healing those wounds within us of our previous relationships or in other lives
perhaps even, there are moments when to heal such we will project to our twinsoul.
Projecting onto them those things we have been free from healing within that other
infinite deeper layer that we were unable to do alone and that is to be experienced
through our relationship with our twinsoul. Some moments too, it is also us projection

to our twin, rather than onto them, but rather to them what it is that they are to
soulfully remember within them of who they are (or as we also earthly call it life lessons
to be learned) or what is to be healed within themselves or the other twin.
Within balance though I feel that when another is projecting onto someone it is not
always a reflection of what is within you, that there are moments when truly it is the
other person's "stuff" and that they are to take ownership of their stuff as much as you
are to take ownership of your stuff. In the grand scheme yes all is one and therefore it is
all an aspect of us. Within that, there are layers and within that it is free from being
always that it is your stuff within another being shown. Some moments it is. And when
it is, it is an invitation to look within you.
Some moments though, it is truly another's stuff. The key though is even when it is
truly another’s stuff the answer is still the same and that is love. Loving yourself and
loving the other person as is written of within the article on Commitment in Twinsoul
Relationships.
To expand on this further is that take for instance what is occurring right now
between my twinsoul Natu and I. He has some issues in his past revolving around
women who have controlled him, abandoned him and other such projections and he
has been projecting this out onto me for quite some time. Now, in seeing this as both, I
take ownership of the places within me that I am not loving myself where I have felt
abandoned, while at the same time, the things that Natu is projecting out onto me are
actually his stuff of what he went through and he is to take responsibility for his stuff in
loving himself and then as we both do this and love one another then it heals itself into
a place of love. This is what I mean within what is written above.

BE Love Now

To come into balance with it all within projections, blocking, and truths is to simply
BE love now. In this moment, right now. Natu has long since had a fear of the Grizzly
bear or the Grizz as we the two of us call them. Such a fear is reflective of the
projections and fears within his own life within many layers. I too have had many a
fears Over the Years (to use the title of one of Natu’s songs) as well in which I can see
the Griz of fear within me as well in those moments. There is a video that he recently
watched and placed a beautiful comment on and the video can be found here at

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVMBdi4dgME This video is the story of Brutus
and Casey and how amasing their journey is. And Natu posted this beautiful comment
on the video in which I would like to honour him for writing when he wrote this
"Thank you for showing the world that Love conquers all barriers, including fear!"
His comment to me (and perhaps to you who are reading this as well) really resonates
as truth within me. And as such I wrote the following letter to him, which I will share
(in part) with you. “My Love~ I saw the video this morning and your comment as well.
It is a beautiful video and your comment is so true. In many ways, you are Brutus and I
am Casey. Only difference I suppose is that Brutus has never lashed out at Casey the
way you do with me. And I keep loving you. No matter what you have done or said to
me, I have never held it against you. In a love of letting go of the energy of your lashing
out yes I have walked away and yes I have deleted pages. Please understand that doing
so was never meant to hurt you but rather to show you that I like you am only human
and I can only take so much of your lashing out at me before I do have to for a time
walk away. Just like if a Grizzly attacks, you need to get out of the line of fire for a time
until he calms down, same thing. No matter what though I keep coming back loving
you. If you look deep in your heart you will know this. That night back in February
when you came to me so vulnerably sobbing pouring your soul to me of things no one
else knows but you and I, you told me that all you want is to be loved and for me to
keep loving you. And I am and I do. There has been so much you have projected onto
me baby, things I never deserved….Many a times baby over our years together I have
said to you I'm not S~~ or L~~~~ or W~~~~, I am me, stop projecting your past
relationship stuff onto me and see me for me, love me for me. Even last night you
accuse me of controlling you which I have never done. It is what other women have
done (*with you) and you are projecting it onto me. And I keep loving you. As I
promised you I would. I keep my promises and you know that I do. Please honey,
please let go of all of that stuff and just be love now and love me right now in this
moment. I made a promise to you that I will no longer delete the pages and I haven't
nor will I. So please, let go of all of that stuff and just be love now and love me now in
this moment, be with me now in this moment. I always remind you of our love, sending
you are love letters, writing to you about the video I made you for you birthday. So
many things baby. You even calling me Sunday night to help remind me which
reminded you too of our love. Allow me to be Casey totally and completely loving you
Brutus, letting go of all that other stuff and just be love now love me now in this
moment. I have often said you are my teddy bear and how I love cuddly with you. I
love it when we just are in each other’s arms baby. I love you baby. More than you will
ever ever know.

Through a vision I received a few months back from the Master Artist, I came to an
understanding of some things. As we both know this is a give/give universe. In other
words to mean that we give lovingly to and with one another, not from a sense of
expectation, more from the inwelling of love within our heart. I came to see that there
has been an imbalance between us. Partly me and partly you. Partly me in that I was
being too giving in the sense of giving my all in doing hours and hours of work for you
to help you get the music out there and such, paying for things and doing things like
the bulldog gig without there being an energy exchange. And partly you because you
may say you love yourself but if you did you would not be treating me as you have
been in lashing out at me baby. That is the aspect of you that doesn't love you. Just like
with me when I did the fb and emails stuff right, that was the aspect of me I wasn't
loving myself. I shifted that and I love myself there knowing that since I have not done
anything like that again nor will I either, it is healed it is done and I am free from
holding onto it. You baby, you have yet to shift that of your projections and what you
have been holding onto my love because you keep lashing out at me projecting your
past relationship stuff onto me as I wrote below. And because of you not loving
yourself in that area, you were in turn not fully loving me and thus you have been
taking advantage of my giving to you and taking me for granted and continuing to
project your stuff onto me and I allowed it. Thus, there was not an energy exchange and
you keep saying I should do such for agape love or don't do it, well yes this is true,
however, agape love is not onesided it is mutual. Onesided love means there is an
imbalance. And the onesidedness has been within you continuously say no to loving me
and being in love with me. As I texted you earlier today, Rumi, Gibran, all the masters
know that to say no to love or (*or to say no to) being in love in any way means that you
are not loving yourself, that you are saying no to loving yourself. Thus the Agape song I
love so much of ~
I love myself so much
that I can love you so much
that you can love you so much
that you can start loving me
To restore balance is why I was told by the Master Artist to take the pages down (and
for the most part they are or just partially down) and that I am to do NOthing with
them leaving them as they are until such time as we have restored balance of there
being an energy exchange. To be an energy exchange you are to first stop projecting
your past relationships onto me and be love now loving me now in this moment.

Loving me loving you and loving you loving me. And from that everything will
flourish. Please understand this. It is through your loving me and you loving you and
me loving me and me loving you that will heal this and then we can truly be together. I
love you, I appreciate you, I cherish you, you are amasing.”
This is also why I feel that this song by the Agape Centre that they sing during
services also encapsulates what is written above so well and really resonates with me
and within me ~
Oh let me love in a wholly holy way
Let me love, let me love in a wholly holy way
Oh let me love in a wholly holy way
Let me love, let me love in a wholly holy way
Oh let me know that love is all around me
let me know, let me know that love is all around me
Oh let me know that love is all around me
let me know, let me know that love is all around me
Oh let me love in a wholly holy way
Let me love, let me love in a wholly holy way
Oh let me love in a wholly holy way
Let me love, let me love in a wholly holy way
Oh let me live in a wholly holy way
Let me live, let me live in a wholly holy way
Oh let me learn from all the ways I've fallen
Let me learn, let me learn from all the ways I've fallen
Oh let me know that love will heal us all
let me know, let me know that love will heal us all
Oh let me walk each day a little wiser

let me walk, let me walk each day a little wiser
Oh let me live in a wholly holy way
Oh let me live in a wholly holy way
Oh let me love in a wholly holy way
Oh let me love in a wholly holy way
Oh let me serve in a wholly holy way
Let me serve, let me serve in a wholly holy way
Oh let me share the good that's overflowing
let me share, let me share the good that's overflowing
Oh let me care for those around the world
let me care, let me care for those around the world
Oh let me steps reveal the path of peace
let my steps, let my steps REVEAL the path of peace
Oh let me serve in a wholly holy way
Oh let me serve in a wholly holy way
Oh let me love in a wholly holy way
Oh let me love in a wholly holy way

(instrumental on electric guitar awesome!)

Oh let me love in a wholly holy way
Oh let me love in a wholly holy way
Oh let me live in a wholly holy way
Oh let me live in a wholly holy way

Oh let me love in a wholly holy way
Oh let me love in a wholly holy way

When we live and love in a wholly holy way, we do indeed learn from all the ways
we’ve fallen. We come to have our steps reveal the path of peace. We serve walking
each day a little wiser, sharing the good that’s overflowing, caring for those around the
world, in a knowing and understanding that love IS all around us, with us, and within
us. And that love will indeed and does indeed heal us all. And it starts from within. In
being guided with our heart in love. In loving ourselves truly and loving another.
~May your heart be guided by love, and may your songs echo this same heart~
Espavo ~Nenari

